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Continuing their first semester at university, fast friends Susan, Esther, and Daisy want to find their

footing in life. The girls, along with their male hall-mates, Ed and McGraw find that college is more

than academics and bad microwavable meals. Add some pub hopping, hookups, breakups and

political scandal this might just be the most eventful first semester Â ever. Giant Days, the comedic

slice-of-life series from creator John Allison (Bad Machinery, Scary Go Round), and fantastic

newcomer, Max Sarin has graduated to a third volume, collecting issues 9-12 of the critically

acclaimed series.
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The story is beginning to get into its rhythm, the realism is excellent, look forward to book 4. I would

recommend this to students and those who recall their student days with bitter-sweetness.

7th grader enjoyed this book.

Great edition and everything I love from this series. Can't wait for the next one.



I loved everything about this volume; the humor, the artwork, the flow. It was all so wonderful!The

characters were their usual quirky selves and I loved each situation that they had to deal with.While

the artwork was slightly different, I actually really liked the change! I loved that the characters

expressions and the backgrounds when they are experiencing extreme emotions were taken to an

even higher level when compared to the other two volumes.I also absolutely loved how the night

sequence was illustrated! Just looking at the pages made me feel a little woozy! Which I thought

was very impressive!From an organizational standpoint, I thought that this volume did a much better

job keeping the chapters (or issues) focused rather than trying to cram too much into each one. I

also really appreciated that this time there were little "Two Weeks Later" boxes added when there

was a sudden time jump. This was so helpful!My only complaint was that a few of the dialogue lines

repeated themselves. Which I think could have been avoided. (Yet again, just a personal irk.)I would

definitely recommend this volume, but only if you have read the other two first to help you get to

know the characters.

This volume was every bit as enjoyable, if not more so than the first two. Great continuation of

storyline and characters, smart humor, relevant and relateable issues, this time with a huge

cliffhanger at the end! Impatiently waiting for volume 4 next month so I can pick up where this wild

ride left off.

While the package that this was shipped in I had to have it returned like 3 times to get one that

wasn't all roughed up, the book itself is awesome. I love Giant Days, and the dialog in this is some

of the best. Never thought one of my favorite comics would be about 3 girls in college.

Life is going to be pretty meaningless when I run out of volumes of this series. Why can't everything

be Giant Days? These volumes just keep getting better and better.

Great comic
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